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Time- and space-integrated emission spectra measurements have been performed in plasma
produced by 308 nm wavelength XeCl laser radiation (IL = (4-10) • 1012 W/cm2, r = 10 ns) and
by 248 nm wavelength KrF laser pulse train radiation (IL = 5 • 1015 W/cm2, r = 7 ps, 16 pulses
in train) on CF2 plane target. Theoretical modelling of Lyman series and He-like ion resonance
series of fluorine and its fit of experimental data show considerable differences in the absorp-
tion of laser radiation in the two plasmas.

1. Introduction

The considerable interest for the studies of plasma production processes by short wave-
length (AL < 500 nm) laser pulse radiation is due to many different applications, for example
the development of optimal drivers for inertial fusion (see, e.g., Fabre etal. 1980, Koenig etal.
1992) and of intense X-ray sources for various applications, including modern biological stud-
ies (Turcu et ah 1990, 1994). Such wavelength region is interesting because of its higher
conversion of laser power to plasma energy. However, there are not enough experimental data
yet to give an adequate picture of plasma evolution during its interaction with short wavelength
laser radiation.

In recent times, different spectroscopic methods have been developed to study the X-ray
spectra of laser-produced plasmas. Some of them provide high spatial or temporal resolution
with addition to the spectral one. Very often, space and time resolution are required for a
quantitative understanding of laser-plasma experiments, especially in the nanosecond regime.
Indeed, spectra obtained in this way are the most informative for the determination of plasma
parameters versus the laser pulse characteristics. Among these diagnostic methods we recall,
for example, that proposed by d'Etat et al. (1987) based on the study of space resolved com-
plete H-like fluorine Lyman series originating from subcritical plasma electron densities.

However, in this paper we want to show that, with some approximations, even time- and
space-integrated spectra obtained by simpler spectroscopic method can also give useful infor-
mation about the features of plasma production processes if they are used in cooperation with
theoretical and numerical modelling.
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In the present work, the X-ray spectra of resonance line series in H-like and He-like fluorine
ions are considered. These spectra were obtained from the plasma produced by excimer XeCI
laser radiation of the "Hercules" facility in Frascati and by KrF laser radiation at Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory. The results of spectra modelling have allowed to see the differences of
plasma formation in the subcritical region in these experiments even without spatial and tem-
poral resolution.

2. Experimental set-up
The fluorine plasma spectra were obtained using two laser plasma production facilities, with

quite different characteristics.

2.1. Experimental set-up in Frascati
The excimer laser used in Frascati is a (10 X 10 X 100 cm3) discharge pumped XeCI system

(wavelength 308 nm) named "Hercules," designed and built by ENEA, INN.FIS Department
of Frascati (Bollanti etal 1995). The capacitor bank of Hercules is directly connected with the
laser electrodes, and a little before the rising voltage reaches the self-breakdown level an X-ray
pulse is injected into the Ne-based XeCI gas mixture providing avalanche process. This photo
triggering technique allows to circumvent the typical problem of having a reliable switching in
the main discharge circuit. In this way, Hercules can be easily operated in the repetition rate
mode, without limitations due to the both high charge transferred («*30 mC) and high current
rate(~lt)nA/s) .

In this experiment, we used an injected PBUR (positive branch unstable resonator) config-
uration, which means that Hercules was used as a laser amplifier which amplified the beam
produced by a Spectra Physics commercial laser with a 10 ns pulse duration. In this case, the
obtainable energy was 2 J per pulse with 10 Hz repetition rate. Laser beam was focused by a
triplet lens (with /-number F = 3) in 50-80 fim spots on the plane solid target to give an
intensity (4-10) -1012 W/cm2.

2.2. Experimental set-up at RAL
The basic experimental arrangement is similar to the one described by Turcu et al. 1994. The

laser system contains four modules:
a. Oscillator. It consists of a synchronously pumped modelocked dye laser oscillator. It

gives a near diffraction limited laser beam with pulses of 5 ps duration and 1 nJ energy at
746 nm. The pumping system is a modelocked YAG at 82 MHz converted to second
harmonic.

b. Dye amplifier and frequency conversion. There are two dye amplifier (one with double
passage) pumped with a XeF excimer laser and two frequency conversion crystals work-
ing at 2a) and 3<o. The output is a 5 ps, 20-nJ pulse at 248 nm. The effect of frequency
conversion are of getting the right wavelength which can be amplified in a final high
power (excimer) amplifier and of reducing the pedestal of the picosecond pulse.

c. Multiplexer. It consists of a set of mirrors and beam splitters which forms a pulse train by
splitting the original pulse in about 20 pulses (5 ps each) separated by 2 ns.

d. Final amplifier. It is a double pass KrF excimer laser which gives a final output with the
following main characteristics: wavelength 248 nm, pulse train made of about 16 pulses
(7 ps each) separated by 2 ns, total energy delivered by one pulse train about 300 mJ.
While the oscillator works at MHz repetition frequency, both excimer lasers (XeF and
KrF) work at a repetition frequency of a few tents Hz.

The beam was focused with a / = 9 cm lens to give an intensity on target 5 • 10 '5 W/cm2. All
spectra collected during the experiment were taken working at a 20 Hz laser firing repetition
rate.
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2.3. X-ray spectra detection

The target was a thin TEFLON (CF2) film (100 /xm thickness). The X-ray spectra of H-like
and He-like fluorine plasma were detected with the same spectrograph (which is described in
Batani et al. 1991) in both cases. The experimental scheme is shown in figure 1. The Bragg
mini-spectrometer was equipped with a RbAP crystal (2d = 26.121 A). Plasma radiation was
filtered with 3 /xm Al and 2 /xm paralyne and recorded on Kodak DEF films. Deconvolution of
spectra took into account film calibration (Rockett et al. 1985), spectrometer geometry, and
filter transmissivity.

3. Interpretation and modelling of plasma spectra
The geometry of plane crystal Bragg spectrometer (see figure 1) provides the spectral emis-

sion probability estimated from the experimental data to be presented in the form

with

P(E) = — UQE(r,t)eT'ir"^l}drdt

rco

rE (r, n, /) = I kE(p + ns', t) ds'
Js

(1)

where E is the photon energy, n£ is the Bragg angle direction of photon emitted in point r = p +
nES. The emissivity QE(^J) and the spectral absorption coefficient kE(r, t) depend on local
plasma electron density Nt.(r,t), temperature Te(r,t) and ion charge abundance. In the case
under consideration

QE(Nc,Te) = 6.58-10 16 (2)

and

kE(NeJe) = 2.53-10 24
(3)

kodak DEF film

hv =i245eV

Laser
beam

Angle of crystal : 45.0
RbAP crystal, 2d : 26.121
1 st reflection order I

teflon
target

FIGURE 1. The X-ray spectrograph scheme in the experiments. The only difference was in the position of
plasma radiation source. The RbAP crystal with 2d = 26.121 A was used.
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where An\ is the radiative transition rate np —> Is, Nn and Nx is the upper and ground level
population respectively, gn is the level statistic weight, Sni(E) is the normalized line profile
function for E measured in eV, and QEh(Ne,Te) describes the photorecombination continuum,
while the bremsstrahlung emission is negligible. The sum is going on H-like and He-like line
series.

The line profiles for H-like FIX can be derived taking into account quasistatic ion microfield
Stark broadening, electron elastic collision, and Doppler broadening in the form (see Derzhiev
etal. 1985 for details)

(4)

here yna = Anal/Anl is the relative transition probability for the sublevel with parabolic quan-
tum numbers a = (nitn2,nt), W(x,y) is the Voigt function for collision width AEf;a(Ne,Te)
(Griem 1974) and Doppler width AE?(Te + Td) with the effective temperature Td correspond-
ing to the mean expansion velocity, AE%a is the linear Stark shift of the sublevel in the field FQ =
Zie/rQ with mean separation between ions r0 = 0.62Nfl/3, Z,- and Â- are the mean charge and
density of the ions. The ionic microfield F = Fo(3 probability distribution function Pa(Zhp)
with a = ro/rD, where rD is the electron Debye radius, accounts for electron screening and ion
correlation effects (Tighe & Hooper 1976).

We assume that equation (4) is valid for the resonance transition from n ^ 4 levels of the
He-like fluorine (Bethe and Salpeter 1957), since the relativistic effects and electron inter-
action are small compared with the perturbation by the ionic microfield and Doppler line shift
in the electron density range

10197^/4Z13/4n"3 <A^<8.1023Z4A2"15/2 cm"3 (5)

where TD = Te + Td (measured in kilo-electron-volts). The upper limit is determined by the
overlapping of neighboring lines of the series (Inglis & Teller 1939). For Is2p -> Is2 and
Is3p -» Is2 transitions, the Coulomb approximation is worse for the central part of line pro-
files. However, in optically thick plasma, the line widths for these transitions are defined by
Stark wings where the ionic microfield effects still dominate.

The photorecombination emissivity is defined mainly by recombination to the ground states
of H-like and He-like F ions and H-like C ion. In this case QEh(Ne,Te) is approximated in the
form (Kogan 1958)

A 95.10"2 4

— l lU. loj

+ a/,e
(953-6-£) / r<0(£-9536)

+ O.O9e(49°-£)/r'0(£ + 490)NeN, (6)

where 6 (x) is the step function, aN and aH are bare nuclei, and H-like F ions relative abundance
respectively, while E and Te are measured in eV.

Proposing the axial symmetry of plasma expansion along the laser beams direction, equation
(1) can be approximated by finite sum over the uniform plasma layers in the form

P(E) = 2 wPQE(NtpJep)lT
p
E(\ - e-^e-Zr'^e(\ + e-^e-2^'<^) (7)

p

where r£ = kE(Nfp,Tep)Rp is the optical depth of/? layer with the parameters Nep and Tep, Rp is
the time- and space-averaged size of uniform plasma layer, and wp gives the time- and space-
integrated weight for corresponding plasma parameters. The electron density decreases mo-
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notonously from the symmetry axis (Nep<Nept forp>p'). Different multipliers in equation (7)
account for the absorption of radiation in internal and external plasma regions and by uniform
layer itself. In the case of optically thin plasma equation (7) reduce to

i + ep)- \o)

The values wp and Rp in (7) can be treated as adjusted parameters, while emissivity and
absorption coefficient can be derived from plasma modelling.

In summary, our analysis has the following main characteristics:

1. it is based on the analysis of line spectra, rather than continuum,
2. it takes into account the effect of plasma opacities in the uniform multilayer approxima-

tion (equation 7) where the optical depth is calculated by equations 3 and 4 with the sizes
Rp of the plasma layers are adjusted by best fit to the experimental data;

3. it is a stationary analysis whose validity could be questioned in the case of the short pulse
KrF laser. While we want to show that already such stationary analysis can evidence
many differences in the interaction of the laser with the plasma, this defect is easily
removable by coupling with a hydrodynamic code.

4. Results and discussion

Figures 2-4 present spectra obtained in Frascati and RAL experiments. We start with the
modelling of FIX and F VIII resonance series spectra obtained on Hercules facility. As was
shown in earlier measurements of Na plasma spectra with spatial resolution (Faenov et al.
1996), the laser radiation of low intensity IL < 1013 W/cm2 is absorbed in subcritical plasma
region in agreement with the theoretical model of Mora (1982). In the case of XeCl radiation,
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FIGURE 2. Experimental and theoretical FIX and F VIII spectra emitted from XeCl laser-produced plasma.
Spectral region of np-ls transitions with n 2:3 is shown.
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FIGURE 3. The same as in figure 2, but for KrF laser-produced plasma.

1.1

it is the region with Ne« Nec = 1022 cm"3. The Ingles-Teller criterion in equation (5) gives for
Nec the maximal resolved line in H-like series of FIX with n — 5.

The observation of higher n members of series in the experimental spectrum, shown in
figure 2, confirms the contribution of lower density regions either during laser radiation ab-
sorption or expansion period of plasma evolution. The observation of 6p —> Is line of Lyman
series corresponds to Â  < 2.5 -1021 cm"3. The 7p -> Is line of H-like FIX and 7 ^ -» 1 'So
line of He-like F VIII are also pronounced in experimental spectrum that corresponds to elec-
tron densities Ne < 1.5-1021 cm"3. As if the Lyman line is less intense, the abundance of bare
fluorine ions in plasma has to be much smaller at these densities. The absence of 8 'P! -> 1 'So

line of F VIII ion gives the low limit of plasma electron densities (Ne «* 5.5-1020 cm"3) that
contribute to the integral spectrum. High density region (Ne > 1022 cm"3) gives the photo-
recombination continuum in the vicinity of Lya and 2 ^ -> 1 'So lines (see figure 4a) due to
carbon ions [third term in equation (6)]. Relatively low recombination in F ions provides
a'N\ and a'u\ for these densities and hence much lower electron temperature.

According to earlier remarks, we defined six electron density ranges with mean values Nep =
2-1022, 1022, 5-1021, 2-1021, 1021, and 5-1020 cm"3 for the experimental spectra modelling
according to equation (7). The adjusting parameters were the weighting factors wp and layer
size values Rp. The F ion charge abundance was also varied to give correct relative intensities
for FIX and F VIII lines. The carbon component was considered as completely stripped. The
level population values were calculated in the stationary collisional-radiative model and were
obtained to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the continuum for excited states with n ̂  3.
The stationary population for n = 2 levels had to be decreased to fit the experimental intensities
for these lines.

Spectral line profiles for n < 15 of both FIX and F VIII ions series were calculated according
to equation (4) to produce the complete spectrum. The blue wings of high n lines were trun-
cated on the ionization threshold accounting for field ionization (d'Etat et al. 1987). The results
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FIGURE 4. Experimental and theoretical spectra in the region of fluorine Lyat 2 'P|-1 'So and He-like
satellites of Lya lines emitted from: (a) XeCl laser-produced plasma, (b) KrF laser-produced plasma.
Satellite groups: l-2s2p 3P/ -> Is2s 3S, (J = 0,1,2), 2-2p2 3Py -> Is2p 3Py>, (J,J' - 0,1,2).
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of fitting procedure are shown in figures 2 and 4a. The values of wp parameters give correct line
width for high members of series, and together with the ion abundance, provide the relative line
intensities and photorecombination continuum of H-like and He-like ions. The Rp values de-
termine the optical depth for each layer and thus the absorbed intensities of Lya and 2 ^ -
1 'So lines. Note that the electron temperature is less sensitive on the spectra and hence cannot
be determined with the same accuracy. Indeed, the stationary kinetic modelling gives that the
populations of the n > 2 levels are close to equilibrium with the continuum. In this case, line
intensities are proportional to level statistic weights, and their ratio is almost independent of
temperature (only through the Debye screening effect on line shapes and relative intensities
through the level populations). Anyway, it was roughly estimated to be «*200 eV for the Fras-
cati experiment and «300 eV for the Rutherford case. Another method of measuring Te would
be through the slope of the continuum spectra at high photon energies. Values close to those
previously reported are then obtained. Also for the continuum, we note that the photo-
recombination threshold is well evidenced in the theoretical curve while it is smoothed in the
experimental one for some reason to be further investigated.

In the case of KrF laser-produced plasma, the critical density is slightly larger (Nec =
1.8-1022 cm"3). Such a difference could not change sharply the emission spectrum if the
mechanisms of plasma formation were the same. However, the experimental data shown in
figures 3 and 4b manifest the considerable differences in these spectra. First of all, the 7xPi —»
1 'So line disappeared and lines with n = 6 in H-like and He-like series are much less pro-
nounced than in the previous case. All lines are broader than would be according to simple
scaling of the critical electron density.

These features confirm that in this case the laser radiation is absorbed in plasma layers that
are close to critical region. Figure 5 presents the electron density dependence of weighting
factors wp provided the best fit for the two experiments. Clearly, the emission spectra of plasma
produced by high intense KrF laser radiation is formed in much more dense plasma region near
the critical electron density (see figure 5). Since inverse bremsstrahlung is the dominant ab-
sorption mechanism in both cases, this difference is likely to be due to the different pulse length
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FIGURE 5. Electron density weight function from best fit of time and space integrated spectra of XeCl
laser-produced plasma (solid curve) and KrF one (dashed curve).
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which in the case of the psec KrF laser does not leave much time for the plasma to expand (and
reach lower densities) during the laser pulse. Also, according to the already recalled Mora's
model, absorption is delocalized if the laser intensity on target is IL < Io where

/o(W/cm2) = 2.1013AZ5(/un)(Z73.5)-V-5 (nsec) (9)

and Z* is the average ionization degree in the plasma. Now, assuming Z* « 20 as confirmed by
our experimental X-ray spectra, it's easy to see that IL < Io in the Frascati case (and hence
absorption takes place at densities lower than critical) while IL > Io in the Rutherford case (and
hence absorption is practically at the critical density).

For determination of plasma electron density, we used also dielectron satellites caused by
transitions from autoionizing states 2p2 3P and 2s2p 3P of He-like F XIII ion. In the case of
highly rarefied plasma (corona limit), dielectron capture causes predominant population of the
2s2p 3P levels, while the populations of the levels 2s2p 3P are small. With increasing density
the levels 2p2 3P are populated mainly by excitation from the levels 2s2p 3P. Thus, the popu-
lation ratio of 2p2 3P and 2s2p 3P levels is density-sensitive in the region where the probability
of collisional transition 2s2p 3P —» 2p2 3P is the same order as the probability of noncollisional
decay (radiative and autoionization) of 2s2p 3P states. In particular, level kinetic models (Vi-
nogradov et al. 1977; Boiko et al 1985) imply higher electron densities when satellite lines are
more intense. For F VIII ions, this region is about Ne «* IO20—IO22 cm"3.

Radiative decay of the 2s2p 3P and 2p2
 3P levels leads to emission of seven high intense

spectral lines with close wavelengths. A convenient (and sometimes the only possible) exper-
iment procedure is to compare the total intensities of two groups of satellite lines (see figure 4)

1. 2s2p3P7-»ls2s3S, (7 = 0,1,2)
2. 2p2 3Py-Ms2p3Py (/ , . / '= 0,1,2)

Denoting the intensity ratio for these groups of lines by x and using the results of calculations
(Seely 1981; Faenov et al. 1995), we obtain for the case of XeCl laser experiment xexp =1.15
and Â  = 3«1021 cm"3, and for the case of KrF laser experiment xexp = 1.4 and Ne —
8-1021 cm"3.

5. Conclusion
Emission spectra of fluorine plasma produced by short wavelength excimer lasers radiation

have been measured. The features of resonance series of H-like and He-like ions and the
satellite lines were used for modelling, taking into account different spectral line broadening,
population kinetics mechanisms, and radiative transfer. The best fitting of theoretical model
results and experimental data for XeCl and KrF laser sources shows that time- and space-
integrated spectra exhibit important differences in the interaction of laser radiation with plasma
depending on laser pulse characteristics. The sensitivity of line emission spectra to the plasma
parameters shows that the absorption efficiency of high intensity (5«1015 W/cm2) KrF laser
radiation in plasma moves towards critical electron density region Â  > IO22 cm"3, while for
much lower intensities (XeCl laser with IL < 1013 W/cm2), the electron density region Â  <
2«1021 cm"3 plays the main role.
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